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 . < <Let G be the group PSL F , where n G 3, F is a field, and F G 4. Assume,n
further, that if n s 3, then F is either finite or algebraically closed. Given an
k  4integer k and a subset A : G, denote A s a a ??? a ¬ a , a , . . . , a g A .1 2 k 1 2 k
 . kDenote by cn G the minimal value of k such that C s G for every nontrivial
 .conjugacy class C of G. It is shown that cn G s n. Related results on factoriza-
 .  .tions of matrices in GL F and SL F are also discussed. Q 1996 Academic Press,n n
Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
Let G be a group. Given an integer k and a subset A : G, denote
k  4  .A s a a ??? a ¬ a , a , . . . , a g A . Denote by cn G , the co¨ering num-1 2 k 1 2 k
ber of G, the minimal value of k such that C k s G for every nontrivial
 .conjugacy class of G. If there is no such k, denote cn G s `. A necessary
 .condition for cn G - ` is that G s 1 or G is a nonabelian simple group,
for if N is a proper nontrivial normal subgroup of G, N contains a
nontrivial conjugacy class C of G such that C k / G for every integer k. It
 w x.is known see AH, Theorem 1.1 that if G is a nonabelian finite simple
 . w xgroup, then cn G - `. Arad, Herzog, and Stavi AHS derived bounds on
 .cn G , where G is any finite nonabelian simple group. For example, they
1 2 .showed that cn G F k , where k is the number of conjugacy classes of2
w xG. Using a computer, Karny K found the covering number of all the
simple groups of order not exceeding 106 and of some of the sporadic
 .groups. The computation of cn G for all the sporadic groups was com-
w x w x  .  .pleted by Zisser in Z . Dvir showed in Dv that cn A s 3 and cn A s5 n
* The contents of this paper correspond to a part of the author's Ph.D. thesis carried out in
Tel-Aviv University under the supervision of Professor Marcel Herzog.
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? @nr2 if n G 6, where A is the alternating group on n letters. On then
 .other hand, not much is known on cn G if G is a finite group of Lie type.
w x   ..It was shown by Arad, Chillag, and Moran in ACM that cn PSL F s 32
< <   ..if F is a finite field and F G 4, and cn PSL F s 2 if F is the field of2
complex numbers.
  ..In the following theorem, we determine cn PSL F for n G 3, wheren
< <F is any field such that F G 4 if n G 4, and if n s 3 we require F to be
< <either finite with F G 4 or algebraically closed.
 .THEOREM 1. Let G be the group PSL F , where n G 3, F is a field andn
< <F G 4. Assume, further, that if n s 3, then F is either finite or algebraically
 .closed. Then cn G s n.
< <We note that if n s 3 in Theorem 1, and if F is any field with F G 4,
3  4 then C = G y 1 for any nontrivial conjugacy class of G see TheoremG
.2 below . Furthermore, unless C corresponds to a class of irreducible
 . 3  .matrices in SL F , 1 g C see the proof of Lemma 1 below . In then G
latter case, we do not know whether 1 g C 3 if F is not a finite field. WeG
conjecture that the answer to the above is affirmative.
 .A similar factorization theorem for matrices in GL F is also provedn
 .  .Theorem 2 below . We shall say that two matrices A, B g GL Fn
are SL -conjugate if they are similar under a matrix of determinant 1.n
 .The SL -conjugacy class of A is the set of all matrices in GL F whichn n
are SL -conjugate to A. If C is a similarity class or an SL -conjugacy classn n
 .of GL F , we denote det C s a if C corresponds to matrices of determi-n
nant a . Similarly, we shall say that C is scalar, cyclic, or 1-cyclic see
.definition in the following section , if C corresponds to scalar, cyclic, or
1-cyclic matrices. Similar notation will be used if C is a conjugacy class of
 .  .   ..PSL F . We recall that the center of GL F , Z GL F , consists of alln n n
 .the scalar matrices in GL F .n
DEFINITION. Given a positive integer l and an SL -conjugacy class Cn
 .of GL F , denoten
lM C s M g GL F y Z GL F ¬ det M s det C . .  .  .  . . 4l n n
 .THEOREM 2. Let C be a nonscalar SL -conjugacy class of GL F , wheren n
< <  . nn G 3, F is a field, and F G 4. Then M C : C . In particular, ifn
 . n  .det C s 1, then C is a conjugacy class of SL F and C = SL F yn n
  ..Z SL F .n
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We define the following.
 .DEFINITION. A matrix A g GL F is a generalized trans¨ ection if A isn
 4similar to a matrix diag a I , a A , where 0 / a g F andny2 1
1 1A s .1  /0 1
If a s 1 then A is a trans¨ ection.
 4A matrix A is a generalized dilatation if A is similar to diag a I , b ,ny1
where 0 / a , b g F, a / b. If a s 1 then A is a dilatation.
 .   .  ..A conjugacy class of GL F or SL F , PSL F is called a class ofn n n
 .generalized transvections generalized dilatations if it corresponds to
 .generalized transvections generalized dilatations , respectively.
Let A be either a transvection or a dilatation. Then A fixes a subspace
of dimension n y 1. Hence, the product of k transvections or k dilatations
 .k - n fixes a subspace of dimension n y k. Then, it is clear that
ny1  .C W M C if C is an SL -conjugacy class of generalized transvectionsn n
or generalized dilatations. We ask whether the above classes are the only
ny1  .SL -conjugacy classes for which C W M C . We conjecture that then n
answer to the above question is positive. The following theorem shows that
 < < .the conjecture holds if n G 5 is odd and F G 4 .
 .THEOREM 3. Let C be a nonscalar SL -conjugacy class of GL F , wheren n
< <n G 3, F is a field and F G 4. Then the following holds:
 .1 If C is a class of generalized trans¨ ections or generalized dilatations,
n  . ny1  .then C = M C and C W M C .n n
 .2 If C is not a class of generalized trans¨ ections or generalized
ny1  .dilatations and n G 5 is odd, then C = M C .n
 .3 Assume that n G 6 is e¨en and that C is not a class of generalized
trans¨ ections or generalized dilatations. Assume, further, that for any 0 / a
g F, C does not contain any of the following types of matrices:
 4A s diag a I , B ,1 ny3
 .where B g GL F is cyclic and a is an eigen¨alue of B;3
 4A s diag a I , bI ,2 ny2 2
where a / b ;
 4A s diag a I , B , B ,3 ny4
where
a 1B s . /0 a
ny1  .Then C = M C .n
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 .  .Similar results hold for SL F or PSL F .n n
We consider now the covering properties of the nonscalar conjugacy
 .  .classes in SL F . Note that if C is a nonscalar conjugacy class of SL Fn n
 < < . n  .F G 4, n G 3 , we have by Theorem 2 that C s SL F if and only ifn
n   ..C = Z SL F .n
 .THEOREM 4. Let C be a nonscalar SL -conjugacy class of GL F , wheren n
 n  .n4n G 3 and F is a field. Denote Z s g I ¬ g s det C . Then the followingn
holds:
 . < n <1 If C is a class of generalized trans¨ ections, then C l Z s 1. In
n  .  .particular, if det C s 1 then C s SL F if and only if the center of SL Fn n
is tri¨ ial.
 . < n <2 If C is a class of generalized dilatations, then 1 F C l Z F 2,
< n <  4and C l Z s 2 if and only if C contains a matrix diag a I , ea forny1
some 0 / a g F and some nth root of unity e , where e / 1. In particular, if
n  .   ..  4det C s 1 then C s SL F if and only if either Z SL F s I , orn n n
  ..  4  4char F / 2, Z SL F s "I , and C contains a matrix diag a I , ya ,n n ny1
where a n s y1.
 . < <3 Assume that n G 5, F G 4, and C is not a class of generalized
trans¨ ections or generalized dilatations. Then C n = Z. In particular, if det C
n  .s 1 then C s SL F .n
2. PRELIMINARIES
Throughout the rest of this paper F denotes a fixed field. Given an
 .integer n, GL F denotes the group of all invertible matrices over F. Ifn
 . nn s 0, GL F denotes the empty set. If no confusion may occur, F will0
 .be either the vector space of 1 = n matrices row vectors or the vector
 .space of n = 1 matrices column vectors . Given an integer s and a g F,
 .denote by J a the s = s Jordan blocks
a 1
a 1 0
. .. .J a s . . . .s
0 a 1 0
a
The Jordan canonical form of a matrix A will be denoted by J . TheA
n = n matrix A is cyclic if there is x g F n such that x, Ax, . . . , Any1 x is a
basis for F n. Recall that the matrix A is cyclic if and only if its Jordan
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canonical form contains only one Jordan block for every eigenvalue see
w x.HK, Chap. 7 .
 4Given a permutation s on the letters 1, 2, . . . , n , let P be thes
 .  .  .corresponding permutation matrix, i.e., P s 1 if s i s j, and Ps i, j s i, j
 4s 0 otherwise. We assume that s acts on 1, 2, . . . , n on the left, but we
 .denote the image of i under s by s i . In particular, if s , s are1 2
 4  .   ..permutations of 1, 2, . . . , n , then s s i s s s i . The mapping s ª1 2 2 1
 .P is an injective homomorphism from the symmetric group to GL F .s n
Given an n = n matrix A and distinct integers 1 F i , i , . . . , i F n, we1 2 k
 .denote by A i , i , . . . , i the submatrix consisting of the intersections of1 2 k
rows and columns i , i , . . . , i .1 2 k
 . ny1 nLet p l s a q a l q ??? qa l q l . Denote the companion0 1 ny1
 .matrix of p l by
0 1 0 ??? 0
0 0 1 ??? 0
. . . . .. . . . .C p l s .. . . . . . .
0 0 0 ??? 1 0
ya ya ya ??? ya0 1 2 ny1
Let r be the n = n permutation matrix which corresponds to the permu-
 .tation 1, 2, . . . , n . Then
ya x0C p l s r , . .  /0 Iny1
 .where x s ya , . . . , ya . We shall say that an n = n matrix A is in1 ny1
  ..  .rational form if A s C p l , where p l is the characteristic polyno-A A
  ..mial of A. Observe that A is cyclic if and only if A is similar to C p l .A
w xWe recall the following definition from L4 .
 .DEFINITION. Let A g GL F . Then A is 1-cyclic if A is similar to an
 4  .matrix of the form diag A , A , . . . , A , where A g GL F is cyclic for1 2 k i l i
 41 F i F k, l g 0, 1 , and l G 2 for 2 F i F k.1 i
We shall use the following theorems in the sequel.
 w x.  .THEOREM 5 See L2, Theorem 2 . Let A, B g GL F be cyclic matri-n
< <ces, where F G 4 and n G 3. Assume, further, that all the eigen¨alues of A
 .  .or B lie in F. Then for e¨ery nonscalar matrix M g GL F , wheren
 .det A det B s det M, there are matrices A , B g GL F which are similar1 1 n
to A, B, respecti¨ ely, such that A B s M. The same conclusion holds for1 1
 .n s 2 if and only if either the eigen¨alues of A respecti¨ ely B are distinct, or
all the eigen¨alues of A and B lie in F.
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 w x.THEOREM 6 See N, Theorem 2 . Let F be a finite field. Suppose that A,
 .B are n = n matrices which are similar o¨er GL F , and suppose, further,n
that some elementary di¨ isor of xI y A is irreducible o¨er F. Then A, B are
 .similar o¨er SL F . In particular, this occurs if either the characteristicn
polynomial or the minimal polynomial of A has some simple irreducible factor.
The following propositions will be used in the sequel.
PROPOSITION 1. Let r be the n = n permutation matrix which corre-
 .  .  .sponds to the permutation 1, 2, . . . , n n G 3 . Let B g GL F , B g1 l 2
 .  .GL F be upper triangular matrices 1 F l F n y 1 . Then for e¨eryny l
n = n cyclic matrix M for which det M s det r det B det B , there is an1 2
 .l = n y l matrix E such that M is similar to
B E1B s r . /0 B2
< <  .In particular, if F G 4 and 0 / a g F, there is an l = n y l matrix E
such that B is cyclic, all the eigen¨alues of B lie in F, and a is not an
eigen¨alue of B.
w xProof. The first assertion follows by Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 of L2 .
< <Assume now that F G 4. Then there is 0 / b g F such that b / a .
Denote g s det r det B det B rb ny1. If g s a , there is 0 / d g F such1 2
y1 < <that dg / a and d b / a since F G 4. Denote d s 1 if g / a . Then
there is an n = n cyclic matrix M9, all whose eigenvalues lie in the set
 y1 4dg ,d b , b , such that det M9 s det r det B det B . Then a is not an1 2
eigenvalue of M9, and the second assertion of the proposition follows by
the first.
 .PROPOSITION 2. Let A g GL F be an upper triangular matrix, wheren
A / 0 for 1 F i F n y 1 and A s 0 whene¨er j ) i q 1. Then A isi, iq1 i, j
cyclic.
 .T n ny1Proof. Let x s 0, . . . , 0, 1 g F . Then x, Ax, . . . , A x is a basis
nfor F .
 .PROPOSITION 3. Let A, B, M g GL F , be cyclic matrices, wheren
< <n G 3, F G 3, and det A det B s det M. Assume that A, M are in rational
form and denote A s rV , M s rV , where r is the n = n permutationA M
 .matrix which corresponds to the permutation 1, . . . , n , and V , V are upperA M
triangular. Assume further that all the eigen¨alues of B lie in F, and that B is
in its Jordan canonical form. Then there are upper triangular matrices T ,A
 .  y1 . y1 .T g GL F such that T AT T BT s M. Furthermore, if n s 2B n A A B B
< <  .and F G 4, there is M g GL F for which the conditions imposed on M1 2
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hold, where all the eigen¨alues on M lie in F, and there are upper triangular1
 .  y1 . y1 .matrices T , T g GL F , such that T AT T BT s M .A B 2 A A B B 1
Proof. If n G 3, the result follows by the proof of the first assertion of
w x < <Lemma 5 in L2 . Hence, we may assume that n s 2 and F G 4. Let b ,1
 . 2b be the eigenvalues of B and let p l s l y a l y a be the charac-2 1 0
teristic polynomial of A. Then, for every 0 / x g F, the matrix
b x1B sx  /0 b2
 4is similar to B under an upper triangular matrix. Denote T s diag b , 1 .2
Then, since
a b b a x q a b0 1 2 0 1 2y1T AB T s r ,x  /0 1
< <and since F G 4, there is 0 / x g F such that the characteristic polyno-
 . 2  . y1mial p l s l y a x q a b l y a b b of T AB T has an eigen-0 1 2 0 1 2 x
value in F, and the result follows.
PROPOSITION 4. Let
A Z1A s g GL F , .n /0 A2
 .  .where A g GL F , A g GL F , 1 F l F n y 2, and Z is an l =1 l 2 nyl
 .n y l matrix. Assume, further, that A s r U , A s r U , where r is1 l 1 2 nyl 2 i
 .the i = i permutation matrix which corresponds to the permutation 1, . . . , i ,
and U , U are upper triangular. Let ¨ , ¨ , . . . , ¨ be any column ¨ectors1 2 1 2 nyly1
l  .in F . Then there is an l = n y l matrix M, where the ith column of M is ¨ i
 .1 F i F n y l y 1 , such that A is SL -conjugate to the matrixn
A M1B s  /0 A2
under an upper triangular matrix.
Proof. Let ¨ X , . . . , ¨ X be column vectors of F l, and let X be the1 nyly1
 . X  .l = n y l matrix whose ith column is ¨ 1 F i F n y l y 1 , and itsi
 .n y l th column is 0. Let
I XlT s . /0 Iny l
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Then,
A Z q A X y XA1 1 2y1T AT s . /0 A2
The first column of A X y XA is A ¨ X , and for 2 F i F n y l y 1, the1 2 1 1
ith column of A X y XA is A ¨ X y ¨ X U . Hence, one can choose the1 2 1 i iy1 2
entries of ¨ X , . . . , ¨ X such that for 1 F i F n y l y 1, the ith column1 nyly1
of Z q A X y XA is ¨ , as required.1 2 i
< <PROPOSITION 5. Let F be a field such that F G 4, and let n G 2 be an
 4  .integer. Let A s diag A , A9 g GL F , where A is an upper triangular0 n 0
 .  4  .matrix of size l 0 F l F n , A9 s diag A , . . . , A r G 0 , and A is a0 0 1 r i
cyclic matrix of size l G 2 for 1 F i F r. Assume, further, that for e¨eryi
1 F i F r, A is in rational form, and denote A s r V , where r is thei i l i li i
 .l = l permutation matrix which corresponds to the permutation 1, . . . , l ,i i i
 .and V is upper triangular. Let B g GL F be an upper triangular cyclici n
matrix, and assume that the diagonal entries of B are in the order they appear
on the diagonal of some Jordan canonical form of B, such that B / 0i, iq1
 .whene¨er B s B 1 F i F n y 1 . Then, there are upper triangulari, i iq1, iq1
 .matrices T , T g GL F and elements g , . . . , g g F, such that the matrixA B n 1 l0
 y1 . y1 .M s T AT T BT is cyclic, all the eigen¨alues of M lie in F,A A B B
g 11
g 1 02
. .. .M 1, . . . , l s , .0 . .
0 g 1l y10 0
g l0
 .and T s I if r s 0 i.e., if l s n .A n 0
w xProof. By Lemma 3 of L2 , there are upper triangular cyclic matrices
 .  .B g GL F 0 F i F r , such that for any matrix B9 of the formi l i
B0
B )1
.0 .B9 s ,.
Bry1 0
Br
X  .where B / 0 0 F i F r y 1 , B is similar to B9 under anl q? ? ?ql , l q? ? ?ql q10 i 0 i
upper triangular matrix.
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w xBy Proposition 2, Proposition 3, and by Lemma 3 of L2 , for every
 .0 F i F r there are upper triangular matrices T , S g GL F such thati i l i
 y1 . y1 .C s T A T S B S is cyclic and all the eigenvalues of C lie in F.i def i i i i i i i
w xFurthermore, using Lemma 3 of L2 and Proposition 2, we may assume
 .  .that T s I and that C is upper triangular, C s 1, and C s 00 l 0 0 i, iq1 0 i, j0
if j ) i q 1. By Proposition 4, for any x , . . . , x g F, there is a matrix0 ry1
A9 of the form
A0
A )1
A9 s .0 . . 0
Ar
which is similar to A under an upper triangular matrix, such that




C s ..0 . . 0
Cr
By the considerations used above, we may conclude that there are upper
 .  .triangular matrices T , T g GL F such that T 1, . . . , l s I andA B n A 0 l0
 y1 . y1 .T AT T BT s C. Since C , . . . , C are cyclic matrices all whoseA A B B 0 r
 .eigenvalues lie in F, one can choose the entries denoted by ) in C such
 .  .that for any l = l matrices D 1 F i F r y 1 , C is similar in GL Fi iq1 i n
to the matrix
J D0 1
J D 01 2
. .. .C9 s ,. .
0 J Dry1 ry1 0
Jr
 .where J is the Jordan canonical form of C 1 F i F r . Using Lemma 3 ofi i
w xL2 , and using the fact that the matrices D are arbitrary, one can choosei
 .the entries of D 1 F i F r y 1 such that C9 is similar to an upperi
 . Ytriangular matrix C0 g GL F , where C / 0 for 1 F i F n y 1 andn i, iq1
CY s 0 if j ) i q 1. Hence, C is cyclic by Proposition 2, T s I if r s 0,i, j A n
and the result follows.
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3. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS
 .LEMMA 1. Let C be a 1-cyclic SL -conjugacy class of GL F , wheren n
< <n G 3 and F G 4. Denote
4M s M g GL F y Z GL F det M s det C , .  .  . . 51 n n
3M s M g GL F y Z GL F det M s det C . .  .  . . 52 n n
Then the following holds:
 . 21 C contains a cyclic matrix M all whose eigen¨alues lie in F, such
that C 2 = C , where C denotes the similarity class of M.M M
 . 4 n2 C = M , and I g C if det C s 1 and n G 4.1 n
 . 33 If C is cyclic then C = M , and if n s 3, det C s 1, and F is2
either finite or algebraically closed, then I g C 3.3
 . w xProof. Assertion 1 follows by Lemma 5 of L4 . The first assertion in
 . w x  .2 follows by Theorem 1 of L4 . Hence, in order to prove 2 , it is enough
to show that I g C4 whenever n s 4 and det C s 1. Assume that n s 4,n
det C s 1, and let A g C. If A is cyclic, the result follows by Theorem 3
w x  4of L1 . Assume now that A is similar to a matrix diag a , A , where1
 .A g GL F is cyclic, and a is some nonzero element of F. Then we1 3
w x 2have by Lemma 5 of L1 that C contains a matrix of the form
 4  . y1 4diag a , 1ra , A , where A g GL F is similar to A . Then I g C , as2 2 2 2 4
required. By the above, we may assume that C contains a matrix of the
 4  .form B s diag B , B , where B , B g GL F are cyclic. Furthermore,1 2 1 2 2
we may assume that B is similar to B for otherwise, A has a cyclic1 2
invariant subspace of dimension 3 at least, and the result follows by the
. 4 w x  .previous considerations . Then I g C by Lemma 6 of L4 , and 2 is4
proved.
 . w x 3To prove 3 , assume that C is cyclic. By Theorem 3 of L1 , C = M .2
Hence, it remains to show that I g C 3 if n s 3, det C s 1, and F is3
either finite or algebraically closed. Let A g C. If A has an eigenvalue in
2 y1 w xF which is not of multiplicity 3, then C = C by Lemma 5 of L1 , and
the result follows. Assume now that 0 / a g F is an eigenvalue of A of
multiplicity 3. Then there is 0 / q g F such that for every 0 / x g F, A is
SL -conjugate to the matrixn
a qx 0
A x s . 0 a xdef  /0 0 a
  .  .  4.note that A 1 is SL -conjugate to A x under the matrix diag 1rx, 1, x .n
w x  .  .   ..y1Then, by Lemma 3 of L2 , A 1 A s is SL -conjugate to A 1 forn
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every 0, "1 / s g F, and the result follows in this case. By the above, we
may assume that F is finite and A is irreducible over F. By Theorem 6, it
 .is enough to show that there are A9, A0 g GL F which are similar to An
such that A9 A0 is similar to Ay1. Since A is cyclic, there are a, b g F
such that A is similar to the matrix
0 1 0
A s .0 0 11  /1 a b




1 q sT s ,1
2s s 0y a 0
1 q s 1 q s
s
2ya sa y
1 q sT s .2 1 ysa 0 0
0 s 0
y1 y1 y1 . .Then T A T T A T s A , and the result follows.1 1 1 2 1 2 1
LEMMA 2. Let l , l , m , m , n be nonnegati¨ e integers such that n G 3,1 2 1 2
 4  4l q l F n, m q m F n, max l , l G 2, max m , m G 2, and l q m1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 2 2
< <  .y 1 F n. Let F be a field with F G 4, let 0 / a g F and let A g GL F ,1 l2
 .B g GL F be cyclic matrices such that a is not an eigen¨alue of A and1 m 12
 .B . Let A, B g GL F be the following matrices1 n
A s diag a I , J a , A , . 4ny l yl l 11 2 1
B s diag a I , J a , B . . 4nym ym m 11 2 1
 .Denote by C , C the similarity classes of GL F which correspond to A, B,A B n
respecti¨ ely, and denote
 4s s max l q l , m q m , l q m y 1 ,1 1 2 1 2 2 2
 4s s min l q l q m q m y 1, n .2 1 2 1 2
 .Then, for e¨ery integer s with s F s F s , there is a cyclic matrix D g GL F1 2 s
 2 4such that all the eigen¨alues of D lie in F and diag a I , D g C C .nys A B
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Proof. Let s F s F s . Assume first that l s m s 0. Then B is1 2 2 2
  . 4 < <similar to the matrix B9 s diag a I , J a , a I . Since F G 4, onenys m sym1 1y1  2  2 .4can easily see that T ATB9 is similar to the matrix diag a I , J anys s
 .  w x.for an appropriate diagonal matrix T g GL F use Lemma 3 of L2 ,n
and the result follows.
By the above we may assume that l ) 0 or m ) 0. Since C C s C C ,2 2 A B B A
we may assume that l ) 0. Denote by t 9 the l = l permutation matrix2 2 2
 .which corresponds to the permutation 1, 2, . . . , l , and denote by t the2
corresponding n = n permutation matrix. Without loss of generality we
may assume that A , B are in rational form, and, in particular, we may1 1
assume that A s t 9 AX for some upper triangular matrix AX . By Proposi-1 1 1
w x  .tion 1 of L2 , for every l = n y l matrix E , A is similar to the matrix2 2 A
AX E1 AA9 s t s t U ,def A /0 A2
  . 4where A s diag a I , J a , a I .2 syl yl l nys1 2 1
 4Let k s max m , s y l y l q 1 . Then k satisfies s y l F k q l y 12 1 2 1 2
F s. One can check that B is similar to a matrix of the form
B ) )2
0 B ) ,1 00 0 B3
 .  .where B g GL F , B g GL F are defined as follows:2 l 3 nyl ym q12y 1 2 2
 .1 If m F s y l y m q 1 then B s a I and B s1 2 2 2 l y1 32
  . 4diag J a , a I .m nyl ym ym q11 2 1 2
 . 2 If m ) s y l y m q 1, then B s diag J1 2 2 2 l q m q m y 1y s2 1 2
 . 4   . 4a , a I , B s diag J a , a I .sym ym 3 syl ym q1 nys1 2 2 2
X   .4 X Denote B s diag B , J a , B s B k y m q 1, . . . , n y l y m q1 1 kym 3 3 2 2 22
.1 . Then B is similar to a matrix of the form
B ) )2
X0 B )B0 s ,1
X 00 0 B3
X  .  . X  .where B g GL F is cyclic, B g GL F and B g GL F1 k 2 l y1 3 nyl ykq12 2
are upper triangular matrices whose only eigenvalue is a , and BX s3
 Y 4 Ydiag B , a I , where B is upper triangular. Furthermore, we may as-3 nys 3
sume that BX s s 9BY, where BY is upper triangular and s 9 is the k = k1 1 1
 .permutation matrix which corresponds to the permutation 1, 2, . . . , k .
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Denote by s the n = n permutation matrix which corresponds to the
 .permutation l , l q 1, . . . , l q k y 1 . Then,2 2 2
B ) )2
Y0 B )B0 s s s s U .1 def B
X 00 0 B3
Then we have sA9sy1B0 s st U U , where st is the n = n permutationA B
 .matrix which corresponds to the permutation 1, 2, . . . , k q l y 1 . Conju-2
X  .gating B by an appropriate diagonal matrix if necessary and recalling3
that the matrix E was arbitrary, we may assume that there are upperA
 .  .triangular matrices M g GL F , M g GL F , a matrix M which is1 l 2 ky1 32
  2 . 2 4similar to diag J a , a I , and matrices F , F such that forsy l ykq1 nys 1 22
 .every l = m y 1 matrix E, C C contains the matrix2 2 A B
M E F1 1 r9N F1 30 M FM s st s ,2 2 def  /0 M3 00 0 M3
where r9 is the n = n permutation matrix which corresponds to the
 .permutation 1, 2, . . . , l q k y 1 . By Proposition 1, we may choose the2
matrix E such that the matrix r9N is cyclic, all its eigenvalues lie in F1
2 w xand a is not an eigenvalue of r9N . Hence, using Proposition 1 of L2 ,1
we may assume that F s 0. Then M is similar to the matrix3
diag r9N , J a 2 , a 2I . . 41 syl ykq1 nys2
  2 .4Since diag r9N , J a is a cyclic matrix all whose eigenvalues lie1 syl ykq12
in F, the lemma is proved.
COROLLARY 2.1. In the notation of Lemma 2, assume that l q l F m1 2 1
q m and that all the eigen¨alues of B lie in F. Then, for e¨ery m q m F s2 1 2
 4  .F min l q l q m q m y 1, n , there is a cyclic matrix D g GL F such1 2 1 2 s
 2 4that all the eigen¨alues of D lie in F and diag a I , D g C C .nys A B
Proof. If l q m y 1 F m q m , the result follows by Lemma 2.2 2 1 2
Hence, we may assume that l q m y 1 ) m q m and show that the2 2 1 2
 4result holds whenever m q m F s F min l q m y 1, n . Since l q m1 2 2 2 2 2
y 1 ) m q m , we have that l ) m q 1, and in particular, l ) 1.1 2 2 1 2
 .Then, using the considerations and notation used in the proof of Lemma
 .2, we have that for every l = n y l matrix E , A is similar to the2 2 A
matrix
AX E1 AA9 s t ,X /0 A2
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X   . 4where A s diag J a , a I . Similarly, B is similar to a matrix of2 l nyl yl1 1 2
the form
B ) )2
X0 B )B0 s ,1
X 00 0 B3
X  .  .where B g GL F is cyclic, B g GL F is upper triangular,1 syl q1 2 l y12 2
and BX s a I . The result now follows by the considerations used in the3 nys
proof of Lemma 2.
 4  .LEMMA 3. Let A s diag a I , A g GL F , where 0 / a g F, n G 5,l 1 n
< <  .F G 4, 0 F l F n y 3, and A g GL F is cyclic. Denote the SL -1 nyl n
 .conjugacy class of GL F which corresponds to A by C, and denote M sn
  .  .n4 nM g GL F ¬ det M s det C . Then C = M.n
Proof. Assume first that either l F 1 or l s 2 and a is not an eigen-
  4 .value of A and in particular, diag a , A is cyclic . Then A is 1-cyclic,1 1
and since n G 5, the result follows by Lemma 1. Hence, we may assume
that l G 2 and a is an eigenvalue of A . In particular, we have that C is a1
 .   . 4similarity class of GL F . Denote A s diag a I , J a , A , where A gn l l 2 21
 .GL F is cyclic and a is not an eigenvalue of A . Without loss ofny lyl 21
generality we may assume that l G 1. Denote l s n y l y l .1 2 1
2  4We will show first that C contains a matrix D s diag a I , B , wherenyk
 .B g GL F is cyclic, all the eigenvalues of B lie in F, k G 6 if l - n y 3,k
and k s 5 if l s n y 3 note that by the previous assumptions, n G 6 if
.l - n y 3 . Since the above follows by Lemma 2 if 2 l y 1 F n, we may2
assume that 2 l y 1 ) n. Then, we conclude by the previous considera-2
tions that n G 8 and n y l s l q l G 6. Hence, since A is cyclic, the1 2 1
w xabove follows by Lemma 4 of L2 .
Denote by M the set of all nonscalar matrices in M. Using Corollary1
2.1 repeatedly, we conclude that C r contains a cyclic matrix D all whose
eigenvalues lie in F, where r F nr2, and r - nr2 if either n is odd or if
l - n y 3. Then, by Theorem 5, C n = M . Furthermore, if n is odd or if1
l - n y 3, C ny1 = M , and consequently, C n = M , as required.1
By the above, it remains to show that C n = M y M whenever n y l s 31
and n G 6 is even. Let g be any nonzero element of F such that
n  .ng s det C . By the previous considerations, we have that there are 0,
ny2  ny2  2 . 4 ny2a / g , g g F such that diag a , B, gra I g C , where1 2 ny3
g 11B s . /0 g2
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w xBy Lemma 4 of L2 , there are 3 = 3 matrices B , B which are similar to1 2
 ny2 4 nA such that B B diag a , B s g I . Hence we conclude that g I g C ,1 1 2 3 n
and the proof is complete.
< <LEMMA 4. Let F be a field with F G 4, and let n ) m ) l G 4 be
 4  .integers. Let A s diag a I , A9 , where A9 g GL F and 0 / a g F. As-ny l l
 4sume that A9 s diag A , . . . , A , where k G 2 and for e¨ery 1 F i F k, A1 k i
 4is a cyclic matrix of size l , with l , l G 2. Let B s diag a I , B9 , wherei 1 k nym
 .B9 g GL F , B9 is cyclic and all the eigen¨alues of B9 lie in F. Denote bym
 .C , C the similarity classes of GL F which correspond to A, B, respec-A B n
 4ti¨ ely. Let s be an integer such that m F s F min m q 2, n .
 2 4  .Then, C C contains a matrix M s diag a I , M , where M g GL FA B nys 1 1 s
is cyclic and all the eigen¨alues of M lie in F, pro¨ided that one of the1
following holds:
 .1 s - m q 2.
 .2 s s m q 2 and all the eigen¨alues of A , . . . , A lie in F.2 k
Proof. By Proposition 2, we may assume that if all the eigenvalues of
A lie in F for some 1 F i F k, then A is of the formi i
a 11
a 1 02
. .. .A s ,i . .
0 a 1l y1i 0
a l i
where a ??? a are the eigenvalues of A in the order they appear on the1 l ii
diagonal of some Jordan canonical form of A . Similarly, we may assumei
that
J F1 1
J F 02 2
. .. .B9 s ,. .
0 J Fry1 ry1 0
Jr
where J , . . . , J are the Jordan blocks of B9 which correspond to distinct1 r
.  .eigenvalues of B9 , the lower left entry of F is 1, and F s 0 otherwisei i j, k
 .  .1 F i F r y 1 , and if a is an eigenvalue of B9 then J is the unique1
Jordan block of B9 which corresponds to a . In particular, by Proposition 1
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w x  4and Proposition 2 of L2 , for any x , . . . , x g F, the matrix diag a , B92 m
 .g GL F is similar under an upper triangular matrix tomq 1
a ¨ , /0 B9
where ¨ is a row vector of length m such that ¨ s 0 and ¨ s x for1 i i
2 F i F m. By Proposition 5, we may assume that s ) m.
Assume first that all the eigenvalues of A lie in F. If s s m q 1 the
 4 y1 .  4  .result follows since diag a I , A9 T s diag B9, a T s is cyclic for anmq 1yl
 .  .  w xappropriate upper triangular matrix T s g GL F use Lemma 3 of L2s
.and Proposition 2 . Similarly, the result follows if s s m q 2 by choosing
 .  .an appropriate upper triangular matrix T s g GL F such that thes
matrix
y1  4diag A , a I , A , . . . , A T s diag a , B9, a T s 4  .  .1 syl y? ? ?yl 2 k1 k
is cyclic use the previous considerations and the note on the matrix
 4.diag a , B9 .
By the above, we may assume that there is 1 F i F k so that A s0 i0
 X Y 4 X Ydiag A , A , where A is upper triangular and A has no eigenvalue ini i i i0 0 0 0
F. Hence, separating A into two blocks and by conjugation, we mayi0
assume from now on that A has no eigenvalue in F and that there is1
2 F j F k such that A is upper triangular of size l G 1 for 2 F i - j ,0 i i 0
l G 2 for j F i F k, and A is in rational form for j F i F k. Denote thei 0 i 0
companion matrix of A by r AX , where r is the l = l permutation1 l 1 l 1 11 1
 .matrix which corresponds to the permutation 1, . . . , l . Denote by t1
the n = n permutation matrix which corresponds to the permutation
 .n y m, n y m q 1, . . . , n y m q l y 1 .1
Assume now that s s m q 1. Let E by any l = 1 matrix, and letA 11 w xx , . . . , x be any elements of F. By Proposition 1 of L2 , A is similar to1 l1
the matrix
a I 0 0nymy1
Y0 A CA s t ,1 1
X 00 0 A2
where
AX E1 AY 1A s ,1  /0 a
X  4  .  .  .A s diag a I , A , . . . , A , C is an l q 1 = m y l matrix, C2 myl 2 k 1 1 1 1 i, 1
 .s x for 1 F i F l , and C s 0 otherwise.i 1 1 i, j
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w xBy Lemma 3 of L2 and by the previous considerations on the matrix
B9, B is similar to
a I 0 0nymy1
0 B DB s ,1 2 00 0 B2
where
a 0 0
0 B9 1, . . . , l y 2 D .B s 1 11  00 0 B9 l y 1, l .1 1
 .  .  .for some l y 2 = 2 matrix D , B s B9 l q 1, . . . , m , D / 0,1 1 2 1 2 l q1, 11
 .   .  ..and the entries D 1 F i F l q 1, 1 F j F m y l , i, j / l q 1, 12 i, j 1 1 1
are arbitrary i.e., if one changes these entries while keeping the other
.entries of B fixed, the resulting matrix is still similar to B . Note that if
 .l s 2, then the matrices B9 1, . . . , l y 2 and D are trivial, i.e., B s1 1 1 1
  .4diag a , B9 l y 1, l . By Proposition 5, there are upper triangular matri-1 1
 .  y1 X . y1 .ces S , S g GL F such that S A S S B S s M0 is cyclic1 2 myl 1 2 1 2 2 2 def1
and all its eigenvalues lie in F. Let r be the 2 = 2 permutation matrix2
 .which corresponds to the permutation 1, 2 , and let s be the n = n
permutation matrix which corresponds to the permutation n y m q l y1
.  .1, n y m q l . There is a lower triangular matrix R g GL F , where1 2
y1  .R / 0, such that R B9 l y 1, l R s r V, for some upper triangular2, 1 1 1 2
 4  4matrix V. Denote T s diag I , S , T s diag I , R, S . By1 nymql 1 2 nymql y2 21 1
 .  . Xthe above considerations, there is an l q 1 = m y l matrix D and1 1 2
an upper triangular matrix BX , such that1
a I 0 0nymy1
X Xy1 0 B DT BT s s .1 22 2
y1 00 0 S B S2 2 2
Furthermore, by the previous considerations on D and R, given any2
 X .  X .x g F, we may assume that D s x, and the entries D are2 l q1, 1 2 i, j1
arbitrary for 1 F i F l q 1, 2 F j F m y l . Using the fact that the entries1 1
 .C were arbitrary for 1 F i F l , we have that there is an upper1 i, 1 1
 .  .triangular matrix U such that for any l q 1 = m y l matrix E, one1 1
can choose the entries of C and DX such that1 2
a 2I 0 0nymy1y1 y1T s AT s T BT s st . .  . .1 1 2 2 0 U E 00 0 M0
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Note that st is the permutation matrix which corresponds to the permu-
 .tation n y m, . . . , n y m q l . Since the entries of E were arbitrary,1 A1
 .we may choose by Proposition 1 E such that the latter matrix equalsA1
a 2I 0 0nymy1
,0 M9 E 00 0 M0
where M9 is a cyclic matrix all whose eigenvalues lie in F. Since the
submatrix E was arbitrary, one can choose this submatrix such that
M9 EM s1  /0 M0
is cyclic, all the eigenvalues of M lie in F, and the result follows.1
It remains to prove the lemma in the case that s s m q 2. Then, as in
the previous case, we may assume that A has no eigenvalue in F.1
 4Furthermore, we may assume that diag A , . . . , A is upper triangular2 k
 .and that l G 2. Using the results and notation of the preceding case, wek
have the following: A is similar to the matrix
a I 0 0 0nymy2
Y X0 A C 01 1A s t 9 ,Y1 0 0 A ¨2 0
0 0 0 g
 . Y  X  .4where g s A , A s diag a , A 1, . . . , m y l y 1 is upper triangu-k l , l 2 2 1k k
 X .  .  X .lar, C s C for 1 F i F l q 1 and C s 0 otherwise, ¨ s1 i, 1 1 i, 1 1 1 i, j
 .T  Y0, . . . , 0, 1 is a column vector of length m y l note that A is upper1 2
.triangular by previous assumptions , t 9 is the n = n permutation matrix
 .which corresponds to the permutation n y m y 1, . . . , n y m q l y 2 ,1
and B is similar to the matrix
a I 0 0 0nymy2
0 B D 01 2B s .1 0 0 B 02 0
0 0 0 a
Then, applying Proposition 5 and the considerations used in the preceding
 .  .case to the submatrices A 1, . . . , n y 1 and B 1, . . . , n y 1 , we may1 1
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 .  .assume that for any l q 1 = m y l matrix E9 there are matrices1 1
X X X .T , T such that T n y m q l y 1, . . . , n s I and1 2 1 1 mq2yl1
a 2I 0 0 0nymy2
y1 y1X X X X 0 L9 E9 0T A T T B T s , .  .1 1 1 2 1 2 0 0 L0 a ¨ 00 0 0 ag
 .where L9 g GL F is cyclic and all its eigenvalues lie in F, andl q11
 . YL0 g GL F is upper triangular, L / 0 for 1 F i F m y l y 1,my l i, iq1 11
and LY s 0 if i - j q 1. Then, one can choose an appropriate submatrixi, j
 2 4E9 such that the latter matrix is similar to diag a I , L- , L- isnymy2
upper triangular, LZ / 0 for 1 F i F m q 1, and LZ s 0 if i - j q 1.i, iq1 i, j
Then L- is cyclic by Proposition 2, and the result follows.
 4  .LEMMA 5. Let A s diag a I , A , A , . . . , A g GL F , where n G 5,l 1 2 k n0
< <  .F G 4, k G 2, and A is a cyclic matrix of size l G 2 1 F i F k . Denotei i
 .the SL -conjugacy class of GL F which corresponds to A by C, and denoten n
  .  .n4 nM s M g GL F ¬ det M s det C . Then C = M.n
Proof. If n s 5, then A is 1-cyclic, and the result follows by Lemma 1.
Hence, we may assume that n G 6. Similarly, we may assume that l G 20
and in particular, the similarity class and SL -conjugacy class of An
.coincide .
 .Assume first that there are two distinct blocks, A , A 1 F r, t F kr t
 .  4which have eigenvalues not in F. Then, replacing A A by diag a , Ar t r
  4.  .diag a , A if a is not an eigenvalue of A A , respectively , we mayt r t
 4  4assume that l , l G 3. Then, the matrices diag a , A , A and diag A , Ar t r t r t
 .are 1-cyclic. Hence, by 1 of Lemma 1, we conclude that there is a cyclic
 .  4matrix D g GL F , where d G min 7, n , and where all the eigenvaluesd
 2 4 2  .of D lie in F, such that diag a I , D g C . Then, using 1 of Lemmanyd
1, Corollary 2.1, and Lemma 4, one can see that C s contains a cyclic matrix
all of whose eigenvalues lie in F, where s - nr2. Then the lemma follows
by Theorem 5.
By the above, we may assume that all the eigenvalues of A , A , . . . , A2 3 k
 . 2  4lie in F. Then, by 1 of Lemma 1, C contains a matrix diag a I , D ,nyd
where all the eigenvalues of D lie in F, d G 6 if l q ??? ql G 5, and1 k
d s 5 if l q ??? ql s 4. Then, using Lemma 4 repeatedly, we conclude1 k
that C s contains a cyclic matrix D , where all the eigenvalues of D lie in1 1
F, s F nr2, and s - nr2 if either n is odd or n is even and l q ??? ql G1 k
n   .. ny15. Hence, by Theorem 5, C = M y Z GL F , and C = M yn
  ..Z GL F if either n is odd or l q ??? ql G 5.n 1 k
  .. nIt remains to show that M l Z GL F : C . By the results of then
preceding paragraph, we may assume that n G 6 is even and l q ??? ql1 k
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s 4. In particular, we have that k s 2, l s l s 2, and a is an eigenvalue1 2
  .of both A and A for otherwise, replace A or A by the cyclic block1 2 1 2
 4   4 .diag a , A diag a , A , respectively , and the result will follow by the1 2
.previous considerations . In particular, all the eigenvalues of A and A1 2
lie in F. Let 0 / g g F be such that g I g M. Assume first that n G 8.n
 .  .Then, by 2 of Lemma 1, there is a nonscalar matrix B g GL F suchny3
 ny4. 4 4that the matrix E s diag gra I , B lies in C . By the results of the1 3
 ny4 y14preceding paragraph, we have that the matrix E s diag a I , g B2 3
lies in C ny4. Then E E s g I g C n, as required. Hence, we may assume1 2 n
that n s 6. Assume first that either det A / ygra 4 or det A /1 2
ygra 4. Then, by the second assertion of Theorem 5, there is a nonscalar
 .  4 4 2 matrix B g GL F such that the matrix diag gra , B lies in C note5
 .that if d s det A i s 1 or 2 , then dI lies in the square of the similarityi 2
.class of A . Using the previous considerations, we conclude that thei
 4 y14 4matrix diag a , g B lies in C , and the result follows. Hence, we may
assume that ygra 4 s det A s det A s d. Furthermore, we may as-1 2 def
sume that A s A for otherwise, one can see that A is similar to a1 2
 4  .matrix of the form diag a I , B , where B g GL F is cyclic, and theny3 3
.result will follow by Lemma 3 .
Assume now that
a 1A s A s .1 2  /0 a
Then d s a 2 and, since we assumed d s ygra 4, we have g s ya 6.
Denote
ya 2 1 a 2 1B s , B s ,1 22 2 /  /0 ya 0 a
 2 4  2 4and let B9 s diag B , B , a I , B0 s diag B , a I , B , B- s1 1 2 2 2 2
 2 4diag a I , B , B . By the second assertion of Theorem 5, B9, B0, B- g2 2 1
C 2. Since B9B0 B- s g I , the result follows.6
 4By the above we may assume that A s A s diag a , b for some 0,1 2
a / b g F. We may further assume that a s 1 for otherwise, replace A,
 . 6 . g by 1ra A, gra , respectively . Then we have b s yg recall that
4. 6d s ygra . If g s 1, then b s y1, and g I g C . Hence, we mayn
12  .6 6  .6assume from now on that g / 1. Since b s det A s g s yb , we
6 6 w x 2have b s g s 1. Using Lemma 3 of L2 , one can see that C contains
  .4  .the matrix diag I , J b , where J b is the 4 = 4 Jordan block which2 4 4
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w xcorresponds to the eigenvalue b. Then, by Proposition 1 of L2 , for any
2 = 4 matrix X, C 2 contains the matrix
I X2
. /0 J b .4
 . 8 2 2Since J b is cyclic, and since b s b s g , we have by Theorem 5 that4
C4 contains the matrix
I 0 I2 2
0 g I 02 00 0 I2
which is similar to
1 1 1 1E9 s diag , , g I .2 5 /  /0 1 0 1
Using the second assertion of Theorem 5, we have that the matrix
g yg g yg
E0 s diag , , I2 5 /  /0 g 0 g
2 6lies in C . Then E9E0 s g I g C , as required.6
 .LEMMA 6. Let A g GL F , where n G 3, and assume that A is either an
generalized trans¨ ection or a generalized dilatation. Denote the SL -conjugacyn
 . class of GL F which corresponds to A by C, and denote M s M gn
 .   ..  .n4 nGL F y Z GL F ¬ det M s det C . Then C = M. Furthermore, ifn n
det A s 1, then I g C n.n
Proof. Assume first that A is a generalized transvection. If A is a
 w x.transvection, the result is well known see HO, 2.1.15 . If A is not
a transvection, then A s a A , where A is a transvection and a is1 1
 n  .some nonzero element of F. Then, since M s a M g GL F yn
  .. 4 nZ GL F ¬ det M s 1 , and since I g C if det A s 1, the result fol-n n
n w xlows. If A is a dilatation, then C = M by C, Lemma 8 , and clearly,
C n = M if A is a generalized dilatation. It remains to show that if
n  4det A s 1, then I g C . Denote A s diag a I , b , and let r be then 1 ny1
n = n permutation matrix which corresponds to the permutation
 . ny1 n yi i n1, 2, . . . , n . Then I s ba I s  r A r g C , and the resultn n is1 1
follows.
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The theorems will be now proved.
 .THEOREM 2. Let C be a nonscalar SL -conjugacy class of GL F , wheren n
< <  . nn G 3, F is a field and F G 4. Then M C : C . In particular, if det C s 1,n
 . n  .   ..then C is a conjugacy class of SL F and C = SL F y Z SL F .n n n
Proof. Let A g C. Then one of the following holds:
 .1 Either A is cyclic and n G 3 or A is 1-cyclic and n G 4.
 .  42 A s diag a I , A , where 0 / a g F, A is cyclic of size l, andny l 1 1
3 F l F n y 2.
 .  43 A s diag a I , A , . . . , A , where 0 / a g F, A isny  l q? ? ?ql . 1 s i1 s
cyclic of size l for i s 1, . . . , s, l , . . . , l G 2, and s G 2, n G 6.i 1 s
 .4 A is either a generalized transvection or a generalized dilatation.
Then the result follows by Lemma 1, Lemma 3, Lemma 5, and Lemma 6,
respectively.
 .THEOREM 1. Let G be the group PSL F , where n G 3, F is a field andn
< <F G 4. Assume further that if n s 3 then F is either finite or algebraically
 .closed. Then cn G s n.
 .Proof. Let C be a nonscalar conjugacy class of SL F . If C contains an
transvection, then every element of C k fixes some subspace of dimension
 .  .n y k 1 F k F n , and consequently, cn G G n. If C is any nonscalar
n  .   ..conjugacy class, then by Theorem 2, C = SL F y Z SL F . Sincen n
n  .I g C by Lemmas 1, 3, 5, and 6, cn G F n, and the result follows.n
 .THEOREM 3. Let C be a nonscalar SL -conjugacy class of GL F , wheren n
< <n G 3, F is a field, and F G 4. Then the following holds:
 . n  . ny1  .1 C = M C and C W M C if C is a class of generalizedn ny1
trans¨ ections or generalized dilatations.
 .2 If C is not a class of generalized trans¨ ections or generalized
ny1  .dilatations and n G 5 is odd, then C = M C .ny1
 .3 Assume that n G 6 is e¨en and that C is not a class of generalized
trans¨ ections or generalized dilatations. Assume, further, that for any 0 / a
g F, C does not contain any of the following types of matrices:
 4A s diag a I , B ,1 ny3
 .where B g GL F is cyclic and a is an eigen¨alue of B;3
 4A s diag a I , bI ,2 ny2 2
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where a / b ;
 4A s diag a I , B , B ,3 ny4
where
a 1B s . /0 a
ny1  .Then C = M C .ny1
 .Proof. Assertion 1 follows by Theorem 2 and by the note which
 .precedes Theorem 3 in the Introduction. To prove 2 , use the considera-
tions in the proofs of Lemma 3 and Lemma 5 note that either the
.assumptions of Lemma 3 or Lemma 5 hold in this case .
 .Assume now that the assumptions of 3 hold for C. Then C contains a
 4matrix A s diag a I , B , . . . , B , where 0 F n y l F n y 2 and B isny l 1 k i
 .cyclic of size l G 2 1 F i F k . By Lemma 1 we may assume that n y l Gi
2. Furthermore, we may assume that a is an eigenvalue of B fori
1 F i F k, for if a is not an eigenvalue of B , replace B by the cyclici i
 4matrix diag a , B . If k s 1, then using the above considerations, wei
conclude that l G 4. Hence, the result follows by the considerations used1
in the proof of Lemma 3. If k G 2, we conclude by the considerations used
in the proof of Lemma 5 that the result holds unless k s 2 and l s l s 2.1 2
Since a is an eigenvalue of both B , B , then A is similar to one of the1 2
matrices A , A , A , and the result follows.1 2 3
 .THEOREM 4. Let C be a nonscalar SL -conjugacy class of GL F , wheren n
 n  .n4n G 3 and F is a field. Denote Z s g I ¬ g s det C . Then the followingn
holds:
 . < n <1 If C is a class of generalized trans¨ ections, then C l Z s 1. In
n  .  .particular, if det C s 1 then C s SL F if and only if the center of SL Fn n
is tri¨ ial.
 . < n <2 If C is a class of generalized dilatations, then 1 F C l Z F 2,
< n <  4and C l Z s 2 if and only if C contains a matrix diag a I , ea forny1
some 0 / a g F and some nth root of unity e , where e / 1. In particular, if
n  .   ..  4det C s 1 then C s SL F if and only if either Z SL F s I , orn n n
  ..  4  4char F / 2, Z SL F s "I , and C contains a matrix diag a I , ya ,n n ny1
where a n s y1.
 . < <3 Assume that n G 5, F G 4, and C is not a class of generalized
trans¨ ections or generalized dilatations. Then C n = Z. In particular, if det C
n  .s 1 then C s SL F .n
 .Proof. Assertion 3 of the theorem follows by Lemma 3, Lemma 5, and
 .Theorem 2. We prove 2 now. Assume that C contains a matrix A s
 .COVERING NUMBER OF THE GROUP PSL Fn 83
 4 ny1 ndiag a I , b for some 0 / a , b g F, a / b. Since a bI g C , weny1 n
< n < n ny1have C l Z G 1. Assume now that g I g C , where g / a b. Thenn
ny1 one can see that there is A9 g C such that AA9 s g I and inn
. ny1 ny1particular, A9 is diagonal . Since A9 g C , a is an eigenvalue of A9.
n n  .nHence, we conclude that g s a . Then, since g s det A , we have that
 .  .b s ea , where e is an nth root of unity, and 2 follows. Assertion 1 will
follow by similar considerations.
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